Overcoming repetition rate limitations in liquid crystal laser systems
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Abstract: Liquid crystal lasers have advantageous features, including continuous wavelength tuning at low cost. Although many potential applications have been highlighted, use of these lasers is not widespread, partially due to performance limitations. This paper presents a method of overcoming repetition rate limitations. A rapidly spinning stage is used to allow operation of a LC laser at 10 kHz: two orders of magnitude greater than possible with a static cell. Average power outputs of up to 3.5 mW are achieved along with an improvement in emission stability. Lastly, a mechanical wavelength-switching method is demonstrated. The spinning cell approach will enable research into the use of liquid crystal lasers in fluorescence imaging and display applications.
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1. Introduction

Chiral liquid crystal (CLC) materials can be used to form tunable wavelength microlasers, which have attracted considerable research interest since their inception [1–4]. These devices are small and low-cost due to their self-assembling resonant cavity, and have many potential applications, from laser displays to biomedical imaging techniques such as fluorescence microscopy [5]. The helical CLC structure results in a partial, one-dimensional photonic bandgap (PBG) that reflects circularly polarized light of the same handedness as the helix. This structure can be used as mirrorless resonant cavity and, when doped with a suitable gain medium such as an organic dye, laser emission can occur at the PBG edge. The wavelength of a band-edge laser can be widely tuned by controlling the pitch of the CLC, and the self-assembling nature of the LC resonant cavity means they are simple and cheap to fabricate.

LC laser research has highlighted many of the technology’s attractive features: high efficiencies (60%) have been achieved through optimized materials and cell construction [6–9], and a full range of visible wavelengths demonstrated [10]. Fine tuning of the laser wavelength has been achieved with electrical [11,12], mechanical [13,14] and thermal [15,16] methods. Despite these advances, LC laser devices are not widely used or commercially available. One limitation is that the dye-doped CLC (DD-CLC) mixture must be pumped optically with a pulsed laser, and relatively large and expensive Q-switched solid state lasers are currently required. Furthermore, the input pulse energy and frequency must be limited and exceeding these limits results in reduced efficiency or complete cessation of laser emission [17]. At 1 Hz pump frequency, efficient laser dyes can emit up to 19 μJ/pulse [18]. However, LC lasers are rarely operated above 10 Hz, meaning that the average power output is typically low (< 0.2 mW).

Overcoming these pulse frequency and power limitations would allow the use of LC lasers in a far wider range of applications and would remove some of the perceived barriers to commercialization. For example, imaging techniques using scanning lasers require high pulse
frequencies or continuous-wave operation to achieve acceptable frame rates. Higher average power would also be beneficial for many imaging and display applications.

Experimental studies by Morris et al. concluded that the primary cause of performance degradation at high input power is the distortion of the CLC structure, through optically induced rotation of the LC and dye molecules [19]. This was accompanied by a redshift in emission wavelength. The rotation of the molecules results in degradation of the resonant cavity and ultimately the cavity losses become too large for laser emission. A local rise in temperature caused by high power illumination contributes to distortion of the CLC structure [20]. Etxebarria et al. argued that thermal effects also increase scattering of the pump beam, which significantly reduces laser efficiency [21]. Polymer stabilization of the CLC may provide a mechanism for improved resistance to optically and thermally induced LC reorientation [14,22], but introduce increased difficulties in achieving high quality LC alignment and thus efficient, low-threshold and narrow-linewidth laser emission.

Furthermore, the response of the dye molecules to the pump laser pulses influences the maximum input pulse frequency and energy that can be used. Lasing transitions occur between two singlet states in the laser dye, and are prohibited from triplet states. Organic dyes are prone to energy transfer to triplet states when a high pulse energy, long pulse duration or high pulse frequency is used, resulting in a temporary loss in efficiency until triplet states have recovered. With extremely high input energies it is also possible to permanently damage the dye molecules, further reducing the efficiency of the LC laser system [23]. Photostability is therefore a major consideration when selecting suitable laser dyes.

Alternative gain media, such as fluorescent inorganic nanoparticles or quantum dots, are being investigated as a route to higher average power operation [24] but these are often insoluble in the LC host so can aggregate, preventing efficient absorption of the pump laser and distorting the LC structure [25]. Quantum dots typically have a lower quantum efficiency than organic dyes, and have not yet resulted in low threshold, high efficiency lasing, when compared to DD-CLC lasers [24].

Another approach that allows pumping with high energy pulses is to use more of the available gain medium in a DD-CLC cell, by distributing the pump energy through a microlens array and re-combining the output from the resulting array of LC lasers [26]. However, this method does not improve performance at high repetition rates.

Methods that improve the repetition rate and stability of DD-CLC lasers by moving the pump laser relative to the DD-CLC mixture have also been reported. Computer generated holographic pumping was used to dynamically direct each pump spot (or array or spots) to a different area of the LC cell [27], allowing operation at 600 Hz pump frequency, but with undesirable displacement of the output beam. Flowing the DD-CLC material [28]—a method commonly used in commercial dye lasers to reduce thermal effects [29]—allowed use of a 1 kHz pump but resulted in wavelength changes and will also have an upper flow rate limit where the CLC structure is destroyed through flow-induced alignment processes. Slow rotation of a LC laser cell has been shown to be advantageous in improving the stability of the laser emission over several hours at low repetition rates [30]. However, the authors did not investigate the potential for this principle to be used to achieve high repetition rate operation. Rotating discs have also been used to achieve continuous wave emission in solid-state dye lasers [31].

This paper reports a high efficiency LC laser system that can operate at up to 10 kHz pump frequency by rapidly rotating the cell. The stability of the laser emission energy and wavelength is investigated. Operation methods to achieve maximum average power output from the system are discussed and the application of this technique towards simple and fast wavelength-switching is demonstrated.
2. Experimental setup

2.1 LC laser cell fabrication

Chiral nematic LC mixtures (Table 1) were fabricated from the nematic mixture BL006 (Merck) and the high twisting power chiral dopant BDH1281 (Merck). A laser dye, either pyrromethene 597 (PM597, Exciton) or pyrromethene 650 (PM650, Exciton), was then added.

Four reflective cells were fabricated in-house, each consisting of a pair of 15 mm × 15 mm × 3 mm glass substrates, with a minimum flatness of 4λ (OptoSigma), one of which was mirrored. The substrates were spin-coated with a polyimide alignment layer (SE1410, Nissan Chemical Industries) and anti-parallel rubbed to promote planar LC alignment. The cell gap was controlled at the edges with 10 µm diameter silica spheres (Sinochem Nanjing Corporation) in Norland Optical Adhesive 68 (Thorlabs) at 2%wt. The cells were capillary filled with a laser mixture at 100°C and cooled on a hotplate to 30°C at 0.3°C/min. The edges were sealed with Torr Seal epoxy adhesive (Agilent Technologies).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cell</th>
<th>Mixture</th>
<th>Chiral dopant concentration (%wt)</th>
<th>Dye material</th>
<th>Dye concentration (%wt)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.22 ± 0.07</td>
<td>PM 597</td>
<td>0.7 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.87 ± 0.07</td>
<td>PM 650</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.87 ± 0.07</td>
<td>PM 650</td>
<td>0.6 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.77 ± 0.07</td>
<td>PM 650</td>
<td>1.0 ± 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Optical and mechanical setup

A 532 nm passively Q-switched diode pumped solid state Nd:YAG laser (Crylas FDSS 532-Q2) was used as the pump, as shown in Fig. 1. The linearly polarized pulsed beam (maximum pulse frequency 10 kHz, FWHM ≤ 1.3 ns) was passed through a rotatable half wave plate and Glan laser linear polarizer to allow attenuation of the pulse energy. The beam was then passed through a quarter wave plate, aligned so as to circularly polarize the beam with the opposite handedness to the CLC, preventing reflection of the pump by the PBG. The pump beam was expanded to better fill a lens with a 25.4 mm aperture, was reflected by a 550 nm cut-off dichroic mirror and focused onto the LC laser cell with an achromatic lens. This resulted in a 90° pump angle and a spot diameter of $D_{\text{spot}} = 100 \mu m$ (measured using the knife-edge method [32]).

The LC laser cell was mounted on an aluminum spinning disk, controlled by a stepper motor with a step-angle of $\theta = 0.72^\circ$, resulting in 500 steps per rotation. The motor was mounted on a translation stage such that the pump spot could be offset from the axis of rotation. This ensured that the pump beam was incident on the cell along the circumference of a circle of known diameter (the ‘pump ring’). The laser light emitted from the cell (in a diverging cone normal to the substrates) passed through the achromatic lens and dichroic mirror, and was focused through a long pass edge filter (550 nm) either towards an energy meter (Ophir PD10) or a spectrometer (Ocean Optics USB4000).
2.3 Experimental method

Three different input pulse energies were used: \( E_1 = (0.53 \pm 0.04) \, \mu\text{J/pulse} \), \( E_2 = (2.8 \pm 0.6) \, \mu\text{J/pulse} \), and \( E_3 = (4.9 \pm 0.1) \, \mu\text{J/pulse} \). In spinning cell experiments, the motor was operated at a step frequency equal to the pump laser pulse frequency to ensure a new location for each pump pulse.

Cells A and B (prepared identically and filled with mixture 1) were used to compare the output of a static cell to the spinning system, with pump pulse energy \( E_1 \) and a pump ring diameter, \( D_{\text{ring}} = 3 \, \text{mm} \). This pump ring was contained entirely within the area of the cell. Emission energy data representative of a larger pump ring diameter (\( D_{\text{ring}} = 20 \, \text{mm} \)) was collected by positioning the cell over an arc of the pump ring. In static cell experiments, each set of measurements was made using an unused area of the cell to avoid potential cumulative damage. For spinning cell experiments, the same area of the cell was used (as cumulative damage was not expected) but the lowest pump frequencies measured first. The cell was covered for approximately 10 s between measurements at different pump frequencies, to allow some heat dissipation and recovery of any triplet states. The system was also left running for several hours to gain insight into the longer term stability of the system. The maximum average power output possible with this system was also explored by repeating the
spinning cell experiments with pump pulse energies $E_2$ and $E_3$. Cell C was used to study the emission spectra of a spinning cell system and investigate the effect of increasing the pump ring diameter. Cells B, C and D were then secured to the spinning disk together to demonstrate a 3-colour switching laser system.

The slope efficiencies of static and spinning cells were measured using the following methods. The mean output energy from static cells was recorded over a period of 10 s. The mean output energy from spinning cells, at motor step frequencies of 10 Hz and 10 kHz, was recorded over 1 full rotation (50 s) and 100 rotations (5 s), respectively.

3. Results and discussion

As expected, the emission from a static LC laser cell (lowest input pulse energy, $E_1$) was not stable at pump frequencies above 100 Hz, whereby a significant decrease in output energy per pulse was seen in the first 60 s. Higher pump frequencies resulted in faster reduction of output energy, as shown in Fig. 2(a). This reduction is likely due to a combination of optically induced distortions to the DD-CLC structure and cumulative thermal effects, as discussed in Section I. The triplet state lifetime of PM597 is $\sim 0.1$ ms, suggesting that accumulation of triplet states would not be significant using our pump laser which delivers 1.3 ns pulses below 10 kHz [33,34].

The emission energy from a spinning cell is shown in Fig. 2(b). In contrast to the static cell results, the output energy per pulse was constant over 60 s with all pump frequencies used. The spinning system was thus successful in allowing operation of a LC laser at 10 kHz as demonstrated in Visualization 1. Over a 60 s period, the cumulative effects of operating the laser system at the upper end of the range of available pump frequencies were negligible using this pulse energy ($E_1$). The maximum pump frequency that could be used while maintaining stable emission over 60 s could not be established due to the limitations of the pump laser.

The efficiency of a static cell at low pump frequency (10 Hz) was found to be 12% and is compared to the same cell spinning with step rates of 10 Hz and 10 kHz in Fig. 2(c). As expected, we observed similar efficiency results at all spin speeds. Lasing thresholds were below the limit of detection, but are less than 89 nJ/pulse (1.1 mJ/cm$^2$).
The stability of the LC laser when operated at 10 kHz was then investigated by running the system for 2 hours and recording the mean energy per pulse over each 1 s period. The results, plotted in Fig. 2(d), show that the laser was still operating effectively after 2 hours, but with approximately 65% of the original output energy per pulse. In the case of this 3 mm pump ring, consecutive pulses were overlapping, which is likely to have exacerbated optical and thermal distortions to the CLC structure. It was hypothesized that the long term stability at 10 kHz could be improved by increasing the pump ring diameter to prevent consecutive pump spots from overlapping, as illustrated in Fig. 3. Results from an experiment using a larger pump ring diameter ($D_{\text{ring}} = 20$ mm) are included in Fig. 2(d), and show a small
improvement in stability: the output energy per pulse was still at approximately 85% of the original output after 2 hours of operation at 10 kHz. Theoretically, each spot in this large diameter pump ring is subjected to an ‘effective pump frequency’ of 20 Hz (pump frequency / number of spots) and thus should be equivalent the behavior of a static cell system at 20 Hz. The output energy from a static cell at 20 Hz remained within 96% of the original output after 2 hours (see Fig. 2(d)), close to the stability of the spinning cell with equivalent effective pump frequency.

![Diagram](image_url)

Fig. 3. (a) Illustration of a pump ring with diameter large enough to prevent consecutive pump spots from overlapping. (b) A smaller pump ring with overlapping pump spots.

The use of larger pump ring diameters had the side-effect of increasing the variation in output energy from pulse to pulse, due to variations in the imperfect polydomain CLC structure across the cell. These different chiral domains also affected the wavelength of the emitted laser light. The emission spectrum of a single spot (peak at 662.7 nm) is compared to the sum of all 500 spots in a pump ring in Fig. 4. A small pump ring (3 mm) resulted in a slight broadening of the laser line, from a FWHM of approximately 0.9 nm to 2.4 nm. Larger pump ring diameters cause the excitation of multiple chiral domains of spatially-varying pitch lengths, resulting in a greater variation in emission wavelengths and increased linewidth. The emergence of a second laser peak of shorter wavelength (651.2 nm) is thought to be due to a half-integer increase in the number of chiral pitches present between the substrates, which would theoretically result in an 11.5 nm wavelength reduction. Narrower linewidth emission (0.13 nm) has previously been achieved with a LC laser [5], indicating that with improvements to cell fabrication techniques leading to larger chiral monodomains there is potential to further optimize this parameter.
Fig. 4. An emission spectra from a static LC cell (black, solid line) and the sum of all 500 emission spectra recorded during a single rotation of the spinning LC cell system at $D_{\text{ring}} = 3$ mm (purple, short-dash line) and $D_{\text{ring}} = 6$ mm (grey, long-dash line).

It may be possible to increase CLC domain sizes through greater control of the cell fabrication process, reducing both wavelength and energy variations. This may be achievable with further process development in an optimized commercial facility, and would allow the use of larger pump rings in combination with smaller step angles in order to increase the number of pulses per rotation without consecutive pump spots overlapping. For example, pumping at 100 kHz whilst maintaining an effective pump frequency at each spot of 20 Hz would be possible with an 8 cm diameter cell. There is clearly a limit to this approach, due to the size of equipment; a 1 MHz pump frequency would require an impractical 1 m diameter cell. Alternative solutions to managing thermal effects would therefore be required to achieve megahertz pulse frequencies. One possible approach is to stabilize the CLC structure to reduce distortion, for example with polymerization \[14,22\].

The highest average power recorded for a spinning LC laser with a small wavelength variation ($D_{\text{ring}} = 3$ mm) was 3.5 mW. This was achieved by increasing the input pump energy to $E_3$, as shown in Fig. 5. However, when using a high pulse energy, the highest pump frequencies were no longer stable over a period of 60 s, as indicated by the large error bars on some high energy data points. This result agrees with the trends shown by Morris et al. \[19\], and shows that effect of increasing pulse energy is similar with the relatively low pulse energies used in our spinning cell experiments. It should be noted that high pulse energies resulted in some permanent degradation of cell performance, although the damage may have been exacerbated by LC mixture leaking from the cell. The most effective strategy for achieving high average power output that is stable over 60 s or longer therefore appears to be to use a low pulse energy with a much higher pump frequency. With the 8 cm diameter cell discussed previously, allowing pump frequencies of 100 kHz, output power in excess of 10 mW would be possible with pump energy $E_1$, assuming a similar cell efficiency. Higher pulse energies could clearly be used to achieve much higher average power if a shorter period of stable emission was acceptable.
Fig. 5. The average power output of cell A with different pump frequencies, over a period of 60 s. Results from experiments with input pulse energies are shown (E₁ = squares, E₂ = circles, E₃ = triangles). Error bars show the standard deviation in the output power over this period. The use of high energy input pulses was seen to damage the cell. A maximum average power of 3.5 mW was recorded.

The spinning cell system can also be used as a wavelength switching mechanism, by passing the pump beam over a pre-selected sequence of LC laser mixtures. This method is demonstrated in Fig. 6, where a pump frequency and stepper motor frequency of 10 Hz was used to switch the pump laser between 3 different LC laser cells. The emission energy per pulse was lower for cells C and D due to their lower slope efficiencies (4% and 5% respectively), caused primarily by the misalignment of the absorption spectrum of the PM650 dye used in these cells with the 532 nm pump wavelength. The number of pulses of each wavelength is determined by the size of the active area of the cell and the step angle; in the example shown, more pump pulses are incident on cell B than on the other cells, hence that cell’s wavelength is emitted for longer. The wavelength variation using cell B is greater than seen from the cells with smaller active area, due to variations in the CLC structure over large areas. The shape and position of the cells could be designed to minimize ‘dead time’ between cells and enable faster switching. Cell shape and size could also be used control the number of wavelengths and their relative emission durations.

Although demonstrated at a low pump frequency, this approach is equally effective at high pump frequencies and could therefore allow high frequency wavelength switching, as demonstrated in Visualization 1. The technique provides a simple, low-cost solution for pre-programmed laser wavelength sequences in the visible spectrum.
Fig. 6. A demonstration of a wavelength switching technique using 3 cells (B = orange square, C = purple circle and D = pink triangle) mounted on the spinning disk. The cells had different active areas, resulting in slightly different output characteristics. A diagram of the path of the pump ring over the cells shown to the right of the graph.

4. Conclusions

The spinning cell technique outlined in this paper has enabled higher repetition rate operation of a LC laser. This approach can also enable stable operation at higher average power, with the optimum combination of pulse energy and frequency. The improved output opens up opportunities to use LC laser technology in imaging and display applications that would benefit from capabilities such as wavelength tuning or pre-programmed wavelength sequences, with low cost, compact equipment.

Further average power and repetition rate improvements are likely to be possible by using this approach with a pump laser that can deliver much higher repetition rates. Highly controlled cell fabrication methods that minimize wavelength variation will be crucial in the successful use of this technique with larger pump rings.
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